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Design of Machine Elements, By Jbk Das.Q: Proper Way to Create a Click Handler for a DOM element
All my jQuery knowledge came about 4 years ago. I'm currently working on upgrading some existing
code to work with jQuery 1.4.3. Previously, I would have coded this: document.getElementById('sub-

button').onclick=function() { alert('Sub click - handler'); }; Now, I have: $('#sub-
button').click(function() { alert('Sub click - handler'); }); Everything works fine. However, I know that
I am doing this horribly wrong... Is there any "jQuery approved" way to create a handler like this or

should I stick to the old-fashioned method? A: document.getElementById('sub-
button').onclick=function() { alert('Sub click - handler'); }; is fine. Your $('#sub-

button').click(function() { should be $('#sub-button').on('click', function() { Q: How do I declare an
array using only C99 or C11? I want to assign elements to an array so I can access the array

elements by subscript and use the sizeof the array. The minimum version of C that I can use is
version C99 or C11. Is there a way to do this? I have been through all the standard sections that say
'if there are arrays' and so on, but I can't find any explicit mention of how to do this, only what it is
allowed to do. Is there a way to do this? A: Well, you can declare arrays using the [] syntax that has

been part of C for some time (see e.g. this StackOverflow question): char[3] myArray[] = "A
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It’s easy to pick a dress for
that special occasion but a
conundrum occurs when

deciding what you’re going to
wear with that dress. If you’re
heading out with the girls for
some bowling or a few beers,
then perhaps you’re going to

be comfortable in a pair of
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jeans but if you’re on your
way to a special occasion

then you definitely want to
choose something more
elegant. Whether you’re

looking for something classic
or something more casual
depending on the occasion
you’re going to be dressing
may be a harder choice to

make. For those of you who
have a closet full of designer
jeans that are almost never
used, then it’s never too late
to start using them to their
full potential. If you’re a girl
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